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NEW BOOK A ROAD MAP TO A DIFFERENT FUTURE
A True Story of Heartbreak and Forgiveness
“Youth, like pristine glass, absorbs the prints of its handlers. Some parents smudge, others crack, a few
shatter childhoods completely into jagged little pieces, beyond repair. ” ~ Mitch Albom
(Nashville, TN) – When she was fourteen years old, Michelle Moore’s life
was shattered. Her mother changed her identity and disappeared from
her life. No phone calls. No letters. She was just gone. Michelle’s
parents were divorced, so naturally she turned to her father, but he didn’t
want her either. He told her he had a new family now. Michelle had been
abandoned.
Abandonment to Forgiveness, (Rose Publishing 978-1596366251,
September 3, 2013) takes readers on a remarkable journey as Michelle
grows from an unwanted teenager filled with guilt and shame, to a
strong, confident woman determined to reach deep into her own broken
heart and find forgiveness. “When my parents rejected me I thought, how
awful must I be? Nobody wants me. Nobody’s ever going to want me,”
Moore said. “But when I let it go, I mean really let it go, that’s when I
found freedom.”
Abandonment to Forgiveness is a critical piece in the Freedom Series, a twelve mini-book collection
written specifically for women who can relate to some form of abandonment, no matter how severe.
Michelle’s story offers hope in the midst of rejection and the deep-rooted pain that comes with it—pain
many women carry for a lifetime. There is truly a way to be whole again. And within the pages of this
remarkable book, there is healing.
About Michelle Moore
Michelle enjoys a life full of family and friends that seems so far away from the childhood she
experienced. She is a successful businesswoman who travels the country as an award-winning author,
inspirational and motivational speaker, leadership coach, and sales trainer. She lives in Lebanon,
Tennessee, with her husband, Jeff, and two beautiful sons.
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